Look for the link on the library homepage. Google Scholar, Outline and Notes

1. Use the Correct Link

\[ \text{scholar.google-com.libproxy.eku.edu} \]

This magically connects you to full-text and our library express service.

2. Remember Your Search Fundamentals

Keep it simple, use keywords, not sentences:

OK ----> Is there a relationship between retirement and depression and anxiety?

Better ----> retirement depression and anxiety

retirement mental health

Harness the power of synonyms & related terms ("What do you call this?" —)

3. The Advanced Search May Be Helpful

Click this to use the Advanced Search.

4. Search Tips

Take advantage of the Cited by # and Related articles links.

Don't click on the article title to get the full text, instead...

Look for the Get More at EKU Libraries link, sometimes hidden under the More link.

Google Scholar includes citations to books as well as articles. Try the Library Search link to track these down.

Also, hidden under the More link.

5. Evaluating Your Results

Neighborhood walkability and the walking behavior of Australian adults


Street connectivity and living close to destinations could lead to more frequent walking trips, so frequency could be a sensitive outcome of walkability; however, the volume of walking time is more important for health and should also be examined...

Cited by 374 Related articles, All 22 versions, Web of Science, 222 Cite, Save More

Look for: jstor.org, sciencedirect.com, Web of Science, researchgate.net

Be mindful of the publication date (and use the "Since ####" links to filter as needed).

Ask Us: libanswers.eku.edu clay.howard@eku.edu